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ABSTRACT
The study of organizational behavior can be enhanced by the use of computational models. The notion of
considering organizations as a society of agents provides a convenient framework for modeling and
simulation. This paper discusses the advantages of using computational models for experimentation and
reviews some of the prior work done in this area. Related modeling approaches, strategies, and the impact
of assumptions are also discussed.
THE NEED FOR A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The basic idea of organizational modeling appears to find its roots in the tenets of artificial life (Langton,
1988). Artificial life (of any kind) is said to emerge from interactions within a network of lower level
organisms. We can see similar parallels by considering organizations as societies of agents. Aspects such as
organizational memory, learning, change, adaptation, etc. can be said to be the result of the combination,
interaction, and refinement of individual behaviors. However, theorists are limited in their ability to predict
precisely the nature and form of such emergent behaviors. Incremental changes in lower level behaviors
can produce vastly different patterns of emergent behavior. Existing conceptual models of organizational
behavior often do not explain how such non-linear behavior is formed. For example, it is not clear how
individual learning contributes to organizational learning; or the role of cognitive heterogeneity in
determining innovativeness. Methodological problems may also limit theoretical advances to a certain
extent. For example, it is very difficult to identify and measure culture in an organizational setting; or to
assess the impact of turnover on organizational structures such as hierarchies and teams. It is difficult to
control and isolate the specific impact of variables such as cognitive style on organizational performance
variables such as profitability. Other organizational traits such as change and adaptation can be observed
only by using longitudinal methods in a real world setting.
Creating an artificial framework for experimentation could allow the examination of constructs while
controlling for exogenous factors such as sex, age, race, and so on. That is not to say that such variables are
unimportant. Instead, the computational model provides an integrative framework for studying the joint
effects of the constructs studied while controlling for the individual behavior effects. Further, through
appropriate feedback mechanisms, one can then retrace how individual behaviors would be shaped by the
organizational constructs under consideration. Finally, these models of organizations as a society of agents,
if properly interpreted, given the model assumptions, can play a dual role in hypotheses confirmation as
well as generate new hypotheses for empirical testing.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
One of the pioneering attempts at developing agent based models of organizational behavior was by
Masuch and LaPotin (1989). They used a model based on AAISS (Actors, Actions, Issues, Skills,
Structures) and modeled cognitive capacity by putting a limit on the number of steps required for problem
solving. In the same model, agents who tended to 'pass the buck' were considered 'uncommitted' because
they were more concerned about reducing their own individual workload. On the other hand, 'committed'
agents were more concerned about the organizational workload and consequently made more attempts at
solving the problem. The other significant research in this area includes the agent based models developed
by Kathleen Carley and others. Carley (1992) analyzed the impact of personnel turnover on the
organization's learning rate by using a neural network based model of organizational behavior. She
specifically considered two types of structures: teams (with no chain of command) and hierarchies (with
three levels). The model architecture is similar to a back propagation neural network model with three

layers. The lowest level neurons captured the decisions of analysts; the middle layer captured the decisions
of assistant executives; and the top layer captured the decision of the CEO. The task is a simple binary
choice decision (0/1) and required all decision makers to post their part of the solution to the sub-problem.
At each level, decisions are integrated and sent above. All decision makers are given feedback on the
theoretically correct decision. This contributes to the work experience and learning within each decision
maker. Collectively, the entire organization needs to learn and identify bit string patterns which correspond
to the final outcome. Decision maker experience was based on the number of sub-problems solved; and
employee turnover was randomly implemented as a Poisson process. The results indicated that although
teams are more efficient, hierarchies are less prone to be affected by turnover. The model is limited by it's
inability to take into account non-cooperative behavior and also the quality of information received since
only agent decision outcomes are considered rather than the process leading to such an outcome.
In another simulation, agents kept track of social memory in addition to the knowledge gained from
problem solving experience (Carley et al., 1993). This included perceptions of the reliability of other
agents. For example, agents who supply inaccurate information more than two times are considered
unreliable. As a result, all further information is rejected from them. This enabled the researchers to
observe the effect of agent social behaviors such as honesty, cooperation, and benevolence on different
measures of organizational performance such as cognitive effort, physical effort, communication effort, and
idle time. Lin and Carley (1993) examined the impact of agent decision making style (based on
proactiveness versus reactiveness) and stress on organizational performance under conditions of time
pressure. They modeled stress using attributes such as missing information, incorrect information, agent
unavailability, communication channel breakdown, and agent turnover.
Some models are more symbolic, containing detailed information about the task in agent problem solving.
This is evident in the work of Kunz et al. (1993) who observed agent behaviors in two engineering projects.
Their simulation (called Virtual Design Team) examined the impact of organizational structure and
communication tools on organizational performance. Recently Carley (1996) used a simulated annealing
based model to demonstrate that organizations locate good designs through change and adaptation
regardless of the agent's intelligence.
ISSUES IN AGENT MODELING AND SIMULATION
Organizational behavior can be simulated either by generating it via lower level interactions (in which case
one has to model the individual decision making itself) or mimic the emergent behavior directly. The recent
emergence of computational paradigms and data structures could help in the development of such models
to account for the organizational phenomena. From an implementation perspective, the metaphor of
distributed objects could be used to mimic agent interaction. From a modeling perspective, agent decision
making activity can be represented using either symbolic model architectures such as Soar (Laird et al.,
1987) or search algorithms based on learning and adaptation such as neural networks, genetic algorithms,
classifier systems, and simulated annealing. The genetic algorithm provides a useful approach for
examining organizational change because it evolves populations of individuals from one generation to the
next. Models of individual cognition such as Soar can sometimes be extended to models of distributed
adaptive agents such as Plural-Soar (Carley et al., 1993). A computational model can be made more
realistic in two ways: (1) by using 'satisficing' agents; i.e. agents which are restricted in their cognitive
capabilities and / or do not possess all the required information (2) by providing agents with the capability
of producing social behaviors such as honesty, cooperation, aggression, and so on. The incorporation of
research from cognitive science on representational forms (such as schemas, scripts, semantic networks)
will further enhance the description of agent cognition and decision making. A minimal set of assumptions
common to these models include:

1. Agents do not have complete information and as a result are forced to communicate and exchange
information with other agents.

2. Agents are boundedly rational in their decision making.
3. Agents work in hierarchical organizations.

4. Agent interaction is purposive (goal driven), following information flows or a given decision
making sequence.

5. Organizational problems are complex requiring different types of expertise. The problems are
decomposable as follows: (a) as a sequence of sub-problems or, (b) as an aggregate set of nonrelated subproblems, or (c) any combination of the above.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the advantages of using computational models for experimentation, was discussed. Previous
models have considered the effects of variables such as cognitive capacity, commitment, decision making
style, and reliability on agent behavior. These models served the dual role of theory confirmation as well as
theory generation. The main disadvantage of such models is that the results are based on the behavior of
artificial agents and not actual individuals. Hence, it is important to also pay attention to factors which
affect the external validity of the results. Since computer simulations are faster than actual experiments, the
collection of large samples with complex experimental designs is limited only by the computational power
at the disposal of the researcher. The extent of generalization also depends on the problem domain (which
should reflect typical organizational problems) and agent modeling (which should reflect typical decision
processes). While such models cannot be subject to Turing like tests, they are still important to consider in
organizational theory building. Hence, the models must be evaluated based on their ability to provide
insights into organizational actions, given their assumptions.
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